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Components
45 game cards, 5 favored suit cards,
2 reference cards, and these rules.

How to Win
Have enough total points & win the round.

Prep The Game
1. Pick a scorekeeper. Give them pen & paper.
2. Split cards into decks by their backs.
3. Put reference cards out for all to see.
4. Choose who will deal first.

Set Up the Round

Special Hand Combos

On Your Turn

1. Shuffle game cards. deal a hand of 3
cards to each player. Place the remaining
deck face-down in the middle of the table.

Some combinations have special worth:

Either improve your hand or knock.

2. Draw the top card. Lay it face-up next to
the deck to start the discard pile.

3 Suited Numbers in a Row is worth 29½
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Psst! Numbers, not face cards!
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3. Shuffle favored suit cards. flip the top
card and leave it on top of its deck.
Take turns starting with the player on the
dealer’s left.

Make the Best Hand You Can

3 of a Kind is worth 30½

- Improve your hand: Draw a card from
the top of the deck or discard pile, then
discard a card to the discard pile. If you
take from the discard pile, you can’t
discard the card you just took.
- Knock: Knock on the table if you think
your hand is the best one out there.

Once Someone Knocks
The Devil’s Scat (3 6’s) is worth 30⅔

All other players get one last turn to
improve their hand before the round ends.

Aces are worth 11, face cards are 10, and
all other cards are their number.

Hunting the Favored Suit

Gettin’ Scat

Your hand is generally worth its highest
total of cards in the same suit. For example:
a 10, queen, and king in the same suit is 30.

Any hand scoring at least 1 point that also
has at least 1 card matching the round’s
favored suit will score a bonus point.

If your hand is ever worth 31 (Scat) or is
3 6’s (The Devil’s Scat), reveal it to instantly
end and win the round.

Winning the Round

Scoring the Round

Winning the Game

Variants

If someone got a scat, they win the round.

All players can score every round. Score
points per item your hand hits in this list:

If someone won the round and they’ve
scored enough total points, they win!

Boot a Suit

+1 point if your hand won the round.
+1 point if your hand is worth 29 or more.

The points you need to win depends on
how many people are playing:

+1 point if your hand is worth a full 31.

- 2 players: 15 points

+1 point if your hand scored something
this round and contains at least 1 card
matching the round’s favored suit.

- 3 players: 12 points

But also:

- 6 players: 8 points

-1 point if you knocked and someone else
won the round. (You lose nothing if no
on won this round.)

If no one’s won, dealer
passes to the left. Shuffle
up and deal a new round.

If not, a hand can still win the round if it
beats all others without tying. (Not all
rounds will have a winner.)
You must win the round to win the game.

Note: your total score can’t go below 0.

- 4 players: 10 points
- 5 players: 9 points

For 2–3 player games, remove a suit (its
game cards and favored suit card).

Use Classic Scoring
Players start with 3 “Lives.” Instead of
knocking when you have the best hand,
you just need to beat 1 hand.
At the end of the round, whoever has the
lowest hand loses a life. If the knocker’s
hand was lowest, they lose two lives. If
someone wins with a scat or devil’s scat,
all other players lose a life.
Last player still “alive” wins.
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